
Luke Ince leads Alliance Crossing 
Rails to 16-11 win over Canal Fulton 
Mules 
 

Luke Ince went 5-5 at the plate to carry Alliance Crossing Rails to a 16-11 win over 

Canal Fulton Mules. 

Ince had three extra-base hits for Alliance Crossing Rails. He tripled in the first and third 

innings, homered in the fourth inning, and singled in the fifth and eighth innings. 

The two teams combined for 27 runs and 46 hits, including 15 extra base hits. 

Alliance Crossing Rails hit three home runs in the win. Home runs for Alliance Crossing 

Rails came when Mark Pisanello homered in the first inning, Nate Rice homered in the 

third inning, and Ince homered in the fourth inning. 

 

Even though Todd Rose allowed 11 runs over nine innings he still recorded the victory. 

Rose struck out none, walked none and gave up 20 hits. 

Alliance Crossing Rails easily handled Canal Fulton Mules pitching as eight hitters 

combined for 23 hits, 12 RBIs and 14 runs scored. 

Alliance Crossing Rails stayed on top until the final out after taking the lead in the first, 

scoring four runs on an RBI double by Rose, a two-run home run by Pisanello, and an 

RBI triple by Ince. 

Alliance Crossing Rails got one-run boosts in each of the second, fifth and ninth. In the 

second, Alliance Crossing Rails scored on an RBI double by Sam Cundiff, bringing 

home Bryan Vance. 

 

Alliance Crossing Rails tacked on another four runs in the third. A single by Anson 

Gross ignited the offense,. That was followed up by Rose's single, plating Ince. 

 

Alliance Crossing Rails built upon its lead with five runs in the fourth. A clutch sacrifice 

fly scored Cundiff to open the scoring in the frame. That was followed up by Ince's two-

run blast, scoring Gross. 

Defensively, Kyle Ince stayed true to his name showing off his “golden hands” at third 

base. 
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Notable plays included Pisanello racing down a shot down the line and fired a shot from 

deep left to get the runner at third and Gross making a valiant effort running down a ball 

jumping over ramps in a skate park next to first base. 

 

 


